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Symbols: 
 
 RS(Right SIde): knit / WS(Wrong Side): purl
 WS: purl / LR: knit
 YO: Yarn Over
 K2TOG
 SSK

CONSTRUCTION:
This pattern is knit sideways. First knit 2 body parts Then sew shoulders and pick up stitches for the neckband.  Sleeve stitches are 
picked up on both sides of shoulder sewing. Finally, sew front and back by the sides and the sleeves.

 Work Selvage edge along all pattern, this make piezes easy to sew:
	 _	Slip	first	stitch	purlwise	and	always	knit	the	last	stitch	in	every	row.

Pattern:
BODY (X2)
CO 87, 101, 115 Sts
Work 1x1 Rib rows (*K1, p1* repeat) a total of 9 times.
From here start with next page chart. Repeat it 4 times (or more if you want a longer sweater)

#WingySweaterMaterials

YARN: Chunky weight yarn. Sample shown in Rubi Sunny 100 gr- 
3.53 oz/ 150 m. - 164 yd. Color: 101, Beige.
5, 6, 7 skeins

NEEDLES: 7 mm needles (60 cm/ 16 “ circular ones for neckline).

GAUGE: 
14 Sts X 19 Rows_ 10x10 cm/ 4” in STOCKINETTE  (7 MM)

Sizes and final measurements

1. width 112 cm- 44”
 . upper sleeve (2 sizes) 28/31 cm_ 11”/12” 
2. width 130 cm- 51”
 . upper sleeve (2 sizes) 34/36,5 cm_ 
13”/14”
3. width 148 cm_ 58”
 . upper sleeve (2 sizes) 39/42 cm_15”/16”

TOTAL LENGHT 50 CM_ 19”

Abbreviations: 

CO. Cast On
K: knit
P: purl
YO: yarn over
K2TOG: knit 2 together
SSK: Slip, slip, knit
St(s): Stitch(es) 
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REPEAT
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As you get the desire lenght, keep Sts on a lenght (while you knit the second part). 
Then, sew shoulder as follows: Join  29, 33, 38 Sts in both sides

NECKLINE:
By neck hole, pick up:
  29+3+29+3 = 64 stitches
  35+3+35+3 = 76 stitches
  39+3+39+3 = 84 stitches

Make 5 rows of 1x1 Rib with circular needles. Bind of loosely

SLEEVES (x2):
 From “shoulder sewing” (right side), count 10/11, 12/13, 14/15 Sts on the edge and start picking up stitches from 
here. Pick up 2 stitches for every edge stitch (one taking the complete stitch and the other taking only the back loop) and ad 2 extra 
stitches on the shoulder sewing.
 Pick up stitches until you have 42/46, 50/54, 58/62 total stitches.
 Put a stitch marker (M) in the middle.
 *
 Make 5 rows in stockinette (start with a wrong side row: purl)
 LACE ROW: Knit until there are 2 stitches before M, YO, SSK, slip M, K2TOG, YO, knit to end
 WRONG SIDE ROW: purl
 DECREASE ROW: (Selvage St), SSK, knit until there are 3 stitches left, K2TOG, (Selvage St)
___REPEAT FROM * 8 TIMES FINISHING LAST REPEAT IN WRONG SIDE ROW

Finish with 5 rows of 1x1 Ribbing. Bind of loosely

SEWING:
 Sew body sides and sleeves. Weave in all ends and block sweater.

#WingySweater

That,s all!! ENJOY IT!!! If you have any questions, you´ve find an errata or something else please email me to info@sheepdays.com  


